MC Tablet Hybrid
Whether in the field or
on the plant floor,
take the power of
Maintenance Connection
with you!

MC Tablet Hybrid is an effective solution to extending Maintenance
Connection to your workforce. Now your technicians can have access to
their complete work assignments at their desk or even take them to the
job site. Operations can utilize an inexpensive “sync and go” allowing
them to work totally disconnected from the network or benefit from up to
the minute connectivity with wireless devices.

Your technicians can have all the important
information about the work order, tasks to complete the job and details
about the asset being worked on—right at their finger tips. As well,
important completion information can be entered directly in the
program and uploaded to your main system next time they have a
connection to the network.
The Tablet Work Orders program can be loaded on any Windows 7
device. Whether on a desktop, laptop or exciting new Windows Tablet,
assigned work orders and all supporting information can be down loaded
via a wired, wireless or cellular connection to the Internet from your
Maintenance Connection system. And because your device runs full
Windows 7, there is nothing that you cannot run with the Maintenance
Connection data including VOIP, handwriting recognition, Cad, mapping,
even other fully operational Windows programs

Work orders in the palm of your hand!
Arm your technicians with exactly what they need
from your maintenance system. This easy to use
application will become as indispensable to them
as their tool kit.

Know exactly how to complete the job!
Even if the operator isn’t your most experienced,
the detailed task list becomes his “how to” manual
helping him do the job right the first time. All your
important work and safety tasks are always with the
work order.

Know the asset your are working on!
Everything that your operator needs to know
including previous work history, contact
information and specifications for the asset
being worked on, is at their finger tips.

View and modify ANY data remotely!
Whether it’s a Cad drawing, GIS Map, Word
document, Excel spreadsheet, even instruction
video, because you are running under
Windows7, every thing is available to your
workforce, to view and edit, from their remote
locations.
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